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Richard Rorty, as a special neo-pragmatism theorist in postmodernism, has not 
only chartered a new path for the development of philosophy, but also showed the 
readers a new literary world. From the perspective of the neo-pragmatism, Richard 
Rorty re-elaborated the nature of literature, the function, the value, literary acceptation, 
literary criticism and so on. He opposed any definition. He did not think the literature 
feature a particular nature. However, he labeled literature with ideas like "moral 
relevance" and "functionality" based on neo-pragmatism, arguing that literature is a 
way for self-creation and social progress. He has attached great emphasis on the value 
that metaphor and narrative bring to literature, with metaphorical language; Rorty 
expands the boundary of literature. He hopes that philosophy, science, politics, and 
literature can all be equal against the backdrop of Post-philosophical culture. However, 
due to Rorty's preference for literature, actually all disciplines are transformed to be 
like literature. His transformation of the philosophy, particularly, renders the 
philosophy language a colour of literary language, and thus a new development 
direction for philosophy is invented—the “literature-like” philosophy. In short, 
Rorty's literature is one whose range is expanded and one that is showing different 
characteristics. 
Neo-pragmatism is a philosophy that is for the purpose of guiding practice. 
Depicting concepts such truth, language and mind with a different set of vocabulary, 
Rorty’s neo-pragmatism disintegrates the “first philosophy”. Considering whether the 
vocabulary is in line with our goals and interests or whether it can change people’s 
living conditions, Rorty therefore, divides vocabulary into private vocabulary and 
public vocabulary, so as he accordingly sorts the literature field into the private 
literature and the public domain literature. The ultimate goal of his theory is to help 
people achieve democracy, freedom and happiness. In the private sector, the most 















self-creation as well as a complete redemption of the soul; in the public domain, 
literature can help the general public avoid cruelty so as to gain unity. For individuals, 
one should become a cynic of liberalism: on the one hand, constantly updating one’s 
vocabulary by critical introspection; On the other hand, one should have a liberal 
attitude towards the society, have dialogues with others based on equality, be tolerant 
and pursuit the unity of the human race. So everyone need the indoctrination 
education of literature. 
In addition, anti-essentialism and historicism reflected in Rorty’s 
neo-pragmatism also provide a way for cultural exchanges in the present-day society. 
There is no “the only” culture or the “standard” culture or the supreme culture. 
Different cultures of various ethnic groups have their own characteristics and they are 
there with certain reasons. Intercultural exchanges should neither be one hegemonic 
culture colonizing others, nor be a convergence of two cultures by seeking their 
common grounds. Intercultural exchanges should take an open and equal approach 
that will enable better understanding between cultures or maybe inspire new ideas 
within different cultures so as to enable different cultures to build a more splendid 
culture. Thus, this cultural theory provides an inspiration for the world today that is 
characterized with globalization. 
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大学出版社出版了罗蒂的 12 篇访谈集《管好了自由，真理就会迎刃而解》。 
在学术道路上，许多理论家对罗蒂标新立异的学说进行了发问与批评，罗蒂
对这些批评也进行了一些直接回应。这些对话式的论文主要集结于罗伯特·布兰
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